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Abstract
A program can be understood as an object in a topological space, which has (one or more)
interfaces which can be linked to its exterior.  Its contents are also objects with interfaces,
which are linked to each other and to the interfaces of the object.  When the internal structure
of a program is non-linear, it can be easier to understand at least parts of it by viewing it as
a 2D or 3D map which represents its component objects and their links in some metaphor,
e.g. cities linked by roads in countries or atoms linked by bonds in molecules.  The formal
view that leads to this approach is discussed.
1 Introduction
The object-oriented approach to programming has become popular for a variety of reasons.
For instance, the notions of classes and inheritance are attractive in that they appear to
encourage code reuse; and the restriction of interfaces to methods has appeal because it
encourages a style of programming that is safer than that which allows arbitrary access to
variables.  However, there are still points of contention, language features that are not well
understood and so for which there seems to be no obvious best choice.  One of these involves
parallelism, and communication between concurrent and distributed objects.  Another has to
do with making formal specifications scalable, so that very large programs can be reasoned
about and verified.  Still a third involves the question of real time, of meeting deadlines given
sufficient computing resources.  Of course people have tackled these issues and come up with
a variety of solutions; but there is still room for improvement.
This paper presents a view of programs that is intended to appeal to the spatial and temporal
intuitions which we use in dealing with the real world and its inhabitants.  In particular,
objects are considered to be independent processes that take up space and exist over time,
from the moment of their creation to that of their destruction.  They have interfaces which are
also objects, that have particular properties.  An object is specified in terms of causal
implications among its interfaces, that may involve time.  The composition of two objects
consists of the linking of interfaces from each object, so that the specification of the whole
may be derived from the specifications of the parts using the transitivity of implication.
Everything is an object or is composed of objects, from values to functions and relations,
from programming variables to operating systems, from wires to synchronous or
asynchronous channels between processes.
A program then is a structure of objects linked together: it may be represented as a map
which indicates the component objects and their links, e.g. in the style of cities connected by
roads, or in the style of atoms connected by ionic or covalent bonds.  An insight of the visual
language community is that 2D and 3D syntax can be used to good advantage when dealing
with non-linear, non-hierarchical programs (e.g. [4]).  If the abstract syntax of a statement has
the same structure as that which it represents, it can have a striking immediacy and clarity: it
is structurally transparent.  Since many programs are non-planar, it is envisaged that a 3D
programming environment be used for the development and viewing of both static programs
and dynamic animations.  Non-linear representations can be translated into linear equivalents
for machine storage, and indeed a linear representation is used here to suit the textual
medium; the result unfortunately lacks the clarity and immediacy that result from structural
transparency.
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considers how objects look after evaluation.  It then goes on to look at the evaluation process,
and how objects can change during evaluation.  Previous work (e.g. [2]) has involved the
description of examples in an illustrative way, with a certain amount of arm-waving and
imprecision because the focus was on language design rather than logic.  The description here
is still less than fully formal, but is intended to illustrate a way in which programs can be
explicitly visualized.  Finally, extensions are considered, that describe other aspects of
programs such as scope, security and authority.
2 The Time-free Model
An object can be understood as a mathematical structure; it inhabits a space of a particular
shape.  It is composed of substructures which inhabit subspaces; various relations link spatial
locations together using a spatial logic (e.g. [1]).  [A location is here taken to be an open set;
the structure of a program is a topological space (T2, i.e. Hausdorff).]  Some locations are
understood as values; for example, the integers form a space in which each number is a
distinct open set.  There is a value  relation between locations and values; for example,
value(S,3) relates the open set S with the location associated with 3.  This can alwo be
written value(S)=3, i.e. S has the value property or attribute, and the value  of S is 3.  A value
location has its own value, e.g. value(3)=3.
An object has one or more views, where a view is a filter that can hide part of the space the
object occupies.  For a given view, the visible parts of an object (which must occupy open
sets within the object's space) are its interfaces.  For instance, the standard view of the object
associated with the value 3 consists of a single, apparently indivisible open set which has that
value (i.e. the relation value(3,3) may be seen through the view).  Views may be typed, and
different types may be applied to the same object; for instance,  int.value(3)=3, while
byte.value(3)=00000011 (where this is the sequence of 8 bits representing 3).
Two common values are input and output; interfaces are often related to these.  The
interface of a value is usually an output; e.g. the relation interface_type(3,output) holds.
This means that the properties of the interface (most of the relations that hold for it) are
determined by the object whose space it lies within.  In contrast, an input interface is one
most of whose properties are determined from outside the object whose space it lies within.
This can arise when objects inhabit subspaces of a larger space.  More particularly, the output
interface of one object can be linked with the input interface of another object, causing the
value of the latter to be that of the former.  That is, if we assert link(S1,S2), this allows us to
infer that value(S1)=value(S2).  For example, suppose we have a complement object (e.g.
named "–"), and a view of it that contains a single input (in) and a single output (out).  Then
we can link the output of 3 with the input of –, causing value(–.in,3) to hold.  [Here, "–.in" is
taken to be the name of the input interface of the – object.]
The specification of an object consists of a description of properties of its interfaces, often
relating these one to another.  For values, this is often little more than the assertion of the
value relation, e.g. that value(3,3) holds for the object 3.  [This can be extended to include
information about the value's type and its relationship with other values; e.g. we might assert
type(3,int), successor(3,4) and the like.]  For complement, the input is related to the output
via a causal implication:
type(value(–.in))=int ⇒
value(–.out)= –value(–.in).
[The – applied to the value is a function assumed to be defined over values of the int space,
whereas the – preceding the dots names the complement object being specified.  This
distinction is clearer in less trivial examples.]  We now have the following facts:
1. value(3,3).
2. type(3,int).
3. link(3,–.in).
34. type(value(–.in))=int ⇒
value(–.out)= –value(–.in).
From (3), we can deduce
5. value(–.in)=value(3).
This with (1) and (2) gives us
6. type(value(–.in))=int.
Since this satisfies the antecedent of (4), we can assert
7. value(–.out)= –value(–.in),
which with (5) gives us
8. value(–.out)= –value(3)
and thus
9. value(–.out)= –3.
The above specification of – is partial, in that nothing is said about the result if the input is
not an int.  There are two cases to consider: the input can be a value that is not an int, or there
might be no input at all.  After all, there is no requirement that the input interface be linked to
anything; the – object could be sitting in isolation.  These cases are distinguished, because
there are occasions in which it is very useful to tell which is which.  The basic approach is to
partition the domain of values into three equivalence classes, by introducing three values
true, false  and indeterminate , and a relation truth  which relates values to these.
True values are those ordinary values people are used to dealing with all the time: ints, strings
and the like (e.g. truth(3,true) holds).  False values are those generated as explicit errors or
exceptions.  For instance, when dealing with the – object, if the input value is true but it is not
an int, then an error value is returned.  Here, an error value is generated from a string that is
intended to be informative:
truth(value(–.in))=true &
type(value(–.in))≠int ⇒
value(–.out)=error("– has non-int input").
[For all X, the value error(X) is assumed to be in the false equivalence class as determined
by truth .]
If the input value is not true, then it can be either false (e.g. if it is the result of some other
expression which fails) or it can be indeterminate (e.g. if the interface is not linked to
anything, or if it is linked to the result of some expression which is missing an argument).
There are a variety of choices about what to do, but the simplest is to make the object strict
with regard to non-true arguments:
truth(value(–.in))≠true ⇒
value(–.out)=value(–.in).
The entire specification of – is then the conjunction of the three implications developed
above.  Since the specification of an object offers a context in which the given object is
known, the name of that object may be dropped.  Adding typing conventions for the
interfaces and using "≡" to mean "is specified by", we have:
–( input in, output  out) ≡
( type(value(in))=int ⇒
value(out)= –value(in)
& truth(value(in))=true &
type(value(in))≠int ⇒
value(out)=error("– has non-int input").
& truth(value(in))≠true ⇒
value(out)=value(in) ).
It is guaranteed that the truth  relation covers and partitions the domain of values, so the
output is specified for any possible input.
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scheme for their input interfaces, though simply naming them in1, in2 etc. suffices in
principle.  A question arises about what to do when different inputs have different non-true
arguments.  One solution is to order the input interfaces, while another is to order the non-
true values; in either case, the intent is that some end up dominating the others.  However, it
is inelegant for a commutative operation such as +  to yield different results when its
arguments are reversed, so the approach taken here is to view values as forming a lattice, a la
Scott [5].  Then, if two non-true values are found as arguments, the result is the join of those
values.  The truth  relation is extended to apply to joined values, succeeding when any
components succeed.  For instance, if missing("– has no argument") is an indeterminate
value, and V indicates join, then
truth( error("– has non-int input")
V missing("– has no argument"),
 false)
and
truth( error("– has non-int input")
V missing("– has no argument"),
indeterminate)
both succeed, and we can write
truth( error("– has non-int input")
V missing("– has no argument") )
= ( false V indeterminate ).
Using conventions like those above, we can specify an addition object + by listing the various
cases: when both inputs are ints, when one is an int and the other while true is not, when one
is an int while the other is non-true, when one is true but not an int while the other is non-
true, and when both are non-true.  This approach gets very tedious very quickly, however, so
a couple of relations among interfaces are defined to deal with these things.  The first,
retract, is concerned with when an input is not of a given type; it takes an input interface, an
output interface, a type, and the error value that is to be in the output when the input is
inappropriate.  For instance,
retract( in, out, int, error("– has non-int input") )
has the same meaning as
truth(value(in))=true &
type(value(in))≠int ⇒
value(out) ⊇ error("– has non-int input")
(where ⊇  means that its first argument equals the second, or contains it in the value lattice).
The second relation, strict , is concerned with when an input is in a given truth equivalence
class; it takes an input interface, an output interface, and a truth value, and ensures that the
input is in the output when it has that truth value.  For instance,
strict( in, out, false)
has the same meaning as
& truth(value(in))=false ⇒
value(out) ⊇ value(in).
The truth value argument may be a join of truth values, e.g. (false V indeterminate); thus,
the specification for – can be rewritten
–( input in, output  out) ≡
( type(value(in))=int ⇒
value(out)= –value(in)
& retract( in, out, int, error("– has non-int input") )
& strict( in, out, false V indeterminate ) ).
With this machinery, addition can be specified by:
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( type(value(in1))=int &
type(value(in2))=int ⇒
value(out)= value(in1)+value(in2)
& retract( in1, out, int, error("+ has non-int input") )
& retract( in2, out, int, error("+ has non-int input") )
& strict( in1, out, false V indeterminate )
& strict( in2, out, false V indeterminate ) ).
The duplications over the input interfaces can be resolved by introducing a subscripting
naming scheme and quantifying over them:
+( input in[1,2], output  out) =spec
( (ForAll  i:[1,2].
type(value(in[i]))=int)  ⇒
value(out)= value(in[1])+value(in[2])
& ForAll  i:[1,2].
( retract( in[i], out, int, error("+ has non-int input") )
& strict( in[i], out, false V indeterminate ) ) ).
Given specifications of this kind, we can introduce a collection of objects and define links
among them.  For instance, the expression (–3 * (4+3)) represents a space with the objects 3,
–, *, 4, and + in it.  These are linked together by
( link( 3, –.in)
& link( 4, +.in[1])
& link( 3, +.in[2])
& link( –.out, *.in[1])
& link( +.out, *.in[2]) ).
Given these links and the appropriate specifications of the objects, it is possible to prove that
value(*.out) = –21.
Such a proof involves generating the transitive closure of the implications of the constituent
objects together with those of the links, as was done above in demonstrating that when 3 is
linked to –, the result is –3.  Since this example involves dyadic functions, the resulting
structure is non-linear, and so is shown more clearly using a 2D notation.  [The 1D version
depends on our recognition that the same symbol used in more than one place refers to the
same object; 3 is an example in this case.]  Of course, much time and effort has gone into the
development of conventions that allow us to read expressions of this kind quickly and easily,
and it is often advantageous to use them.  An illustration of the kinds of problems that can
arise however is if we want to add another object, e.g. /, with the additional connections
( link( +.out, /.in[1])
& link( –.out, /.in[2]) ).
The usual 1D conventions then require us to duplicate both sub-expressions (–3) and (4+3),
or to give them names that are used in more than one place.  This obscures both the link
structure and that of the proof about what the results are.
3 Adding Time to the Model
The above approach works well for functional programs, where time has been ignored;
however it needs extending to cope with imperative or operational programming.  The first
step is to introduce an additional temporal dimension into the topological spaces being
described; an open set has a temporal as well as a spatial extent.  A given spatial position has
a succession of temporal intervals associated with it, one after another, where a temporal
adjacency relation next  holds between successive intervals much as the successor  relation
holds between successive integers.  One goal is to be able to describe distributed systems, in
which different points in space have different clocks (which can be "combined" into more
global clocks with coarser granularity).  To permit multiple clocks, temporal intervals are
required to be only partially rather than totally ordered (note: this is not a branching time
semantics). Another goal is to allow hybrid specifications that combine continuous and
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visible; it may be discrete or continuous (so a continuous interval may be followed by a
discrete one, and vice versa).  The next  relation may also hold between two spatio-temporal
locations that are adjacent in space: temporal structures may branch and merge, involving
more than one location.
A clock is an object that generates regular time intervals, which form a basis for organizing
the intervals used by other objects.  Clocks come with varying degrees of granularity,
depending on the spatial range that they are used within and their specified precisions.  In
general, a clock used in one particular location will have finer granularity than one that is
used over a wider subspace; thus, a clock covering a structure of objects will be coarser than
one covering a single object within that structure, which will be coarser than one covering a
subset of the interfaces of that object.  Several clocks may be combined to yield a larger clock
that covers the spaces ordered by its constituents, again at a cost in granularity.
Object specifications have to be modified to deal with time.  For values, this simply means
that it is necessary to quantify over the duration of the value, from its creation (birth) to its
destruction (death).  Thus for the value 3 this yields
ForAll  t:[3.birth..3.death]. value((3,t),(3,t)).
which reduces to the time-free specification if implicit quantifications and intervals are
permitted as a syntactic convention.  On the one hand, it is handy and intuitive to refer to an
object as an equivalence class over time, so that time may be dropped.  On the other hand, it
is often necessary to refer to behaviour over time, when time has to be explicit.  So, following
a kind of maximal default convention,  it is assumed that when a location is referred to within
a temporal quantification but without a temporal component, the associated temporal interval
is the entire lifespan of that location.  The above can then be reduced to
ForAll  t:[3.birth..3.death]. value(3,3).
Another possible shorthand is to define a special temporal quantifier that, given a location,
quantifies over its duration:
ForAllTime[3]. value(3,3).
When dealing with an object whose specification relates two or more interfaces, there is often
a time lag.  In order to relate the times at the interfaces, a clock needs to be available that
covers the different locations; since this is so common, it is assumed unless distinct clocks are
explicitly referred to (e.g. in distributed systems).  This default clock lets us relate times at
different interfaces; but these relations need not explicitly mention the actual times.  Rather,
they can indicate only the temporal relations that are assumed to hold at the interfaces.  Thus,
the specification for – only needs a single additional relation, here called delay, which takes
two interfaces and an interval relation local to the clock for the object:
–( input in, output  out) ≡
( delay( in, out, delta)
& type(value(in))=int ⇒
value(out)= –value(in)
& retract( in, out, int, error("– has non-int input") )
& strict( in, out, false V indeterminate ) ).
This assumes, of course, that the delay relation is the same whether the input is
complemented, an error is generated or a non-true argument is found.  Note that because delta
relates intervals rather than points, it is not necessary to specify an explicit minimum and
maximum time delay (though the definition of delta will need to do so if it relates a starting
interval (at in) to more than one finishing interval (at out).  The delay relation contains an
implicit quantification over time, which is assumed to be the maximum for which it makes
sense; that is, in runs from the birth of the object to delta before its death, i.e. the last time
that it can be related to out before that death.
The specification for – is still underdetermined, in that there is no indication of what the
output should be before delta has passed and it can be related to the input.  There are a
number of possibilities, perhaps the most natural of which is to start it out as an
7indeterminate  value, since its input was not connected to anything before the birth of the
object.  Thus, the assertion
value( out, birth) = missing("– has no argument")
can be added to the above conjunction.  However, this says nothing about the intervals
between the birth and the time delta after that when the specified relations between in and out
come into play.  The interval can be extended, so that instead of just referring to the initial
birth it can range from birth onwards:
value( out, [birth..birth+delta–1]) = missing("– has no argument").
This seems inelegant, though it looks better when a time-line representation is drawn with
relations pointing to the intervals over which they hold; in and out can be given parallel lines,
and the delta separating them can be indicated by a diagonal offset between those lines.
However, the real issue at stake here is that of stability.  Temporal logics often have to make
explicit stability assumptions, such that if a location has a value at one time and no change is
indicated, it can safely be assumed to have that value at a later time.  This can lead to a
problems; for example, looking at the formula for a particular time does not carry all the
information about what is going on there, and it might be necessary to trace back through all
preceding time descriptions to get a complete picture.
Another way to deal with stability is to generate relations among value transitions, rather than
among values themselves.  If a transition at the output occurs if and only if there is an earlier
transition at the input, then the output must be stable at other times.  A transition is associated
with an interval, just as a value is; it can be specified in terms of either or both of its starting
and finishing values, or in terms of some operation applied to its starting (or finishing) value.
Introducing a number of shorthands, →  indicates a transition, preceded by its starting value
(an absence indicating it can be anything) and followed by its finishing value (where again an
absence indicates it can be anything).  Pattern-matching and typing conventions can be
defined such that (for example) the structure (→ int X ) indicates a transition from any value
to an int, where X can be used to refer to that int.  Then, the basic (successful) relation
governing complement is
(→ int X)(in) ⇔ (→ –X )(out)
where duration  still relates the intervals assocated with in and out.  retract and strict  then
need to be redefined in terms of transitions rather than values, and the whole put together into
a new, stable specification.
4 Additional Concerns
The internal state of a program consists of the link structure of its component sub-objects, the
attributes of the interfaces of its sub-objects, and any sub-states within those components.  A
programming variable is a sub-object whose output interface has been set to a particular
value; it is modified by generating an event at its input interface, where that event consists of
a transition to a new value,  which will be the new (output) value of the variable.  Control
flow consists of events propagating between control operations (such as setting values of
variables), each acting upon receipt of an event (i.e. undergoing a transition) and then
generating events for its successors.
If we understand a program as a map, then the construction of a program involves the
generation of its map.  Components may be copied from libraries, in which case the syntax-
semantic relations can also be copied without further ado.  They may be introduced ab initio,
which necessitates the description of specifications in the language used to represent
predicates in the spatio-temporal logic.  They may be constructed by modifying existing
objects, by adding or removing interfaces, links, component objects, or parts of the
specifications, or by modifying any of these (by performing one of these operations at the
next level down).  Finally, they may be generated by applying operations that map objects to
objects, where the operations form an algebra over the domain of objects.  Once components
are produced,by whatever means, they can then be linked together into a map structure.
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latter must be within the environment of the space being developed, at least at the time of
creation.  This means that some mechanism must be available for describing scope, indicating
which spaces may use an object and which may not.  The scope of an object consists of those
spaces that may access it.  Different interfaces may have different scopes; and an object may
be accessed at one time but not another.  [For example, if an object is just to be copied, it
need only be accessible at the time of the copying.  However, if the copy is to remain linked
to the original, such that changes to the original cause changes to the copy, then the scope
must persist over the duration of the copy.  Some class-instance relationships are of this
kind.]
Since scope is a relationship among object spaces, it can be  described as a map, where that
map refers to the objects involved.  Since scope can have a temporal component, the map
should as well; that is, the map should have a spatial represention of time.  A spatial
representation of time can also be useful in describing an object whose structure is time-
dependent, perhaps through linked snapshots of that structure.  Stepping back, the actual
language used to describe object maps consists of features that can also be viewed as having
scope; thus, maps can be constructed for these.  This provides a mechanism for hiding parts
of the language in various places, by denying them scope there.
Scope maps can themselves be viewed as objects, which can be accessed and modified.
However, just as we want to prevent unlimited access to the contents of an object, so do we
want to prevent unlimited access to the scope maps.  Otherwise, a random object could
modify the maps, breaking any program that used them.  This leads to a notion of security in
which some objects are more privileged than others, having authority to manipulate particular
scopes.  If such authority can be delegated from one object to another, then an authority map
is needed, indicating where such delegations occur.  However, if an authority map is also an
object which may be accessed and modified, then higher-level authority maps are needed to
indicate where and how these may be changed.  To avoid outside objects from accidentally or
maliciously gaining excessive authority, maps should have a ring-fencing facility, such that a
map within an object (which can encompass a physical interface) cannot itself be accessed
outside that object.
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